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ABSTRACT
Two recent'studies imply that .there is a negative

. selection process at work which systematically actractS and then
holds in the teaching ofeEsion young people with,modeit'verbil and
quantitative abilities. The Vance & Schlecty Study compared d

"recruits"--those who hadv11) majored in education; (2) taught
school; or (3) obtained ,a certificate to ,teach - -to ''icon- recruits,"
ranking them s'Parately by Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Scores.
Recruits were subdivided into:: non-teachers; teachers; committed
teachers; defectors; and confirmed defectors. Co ,itted teachers

J. represented a. greater proportion of lower SAT s Ores than did the. .

other groups. It is suggested that (1) Societ 1 factors may convince
those with modest abilities that teaching is a

t

god profession'to
consider, and persuade those with higher ability revels that it is an
inappropriate career cholce; (2) Teacher education programs may
encourage the more modestly' eindowed to continue in teapher training,
and drive the higher, academic-functioning students away; and (3)
Teaching conditions may be instrumental in selecting or maintaining
staff members of lower ability. A parallel study made at Michigan
State University. focuged on students entering the teaching program.
The SAT rankings of students interViewed for both studies are

0 presented in tables and comparisons are made. (DG)
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The motivation for.this report is found in a varietyof sources. ,the

r------Popular press is replete with stories, describing;the.frustration of the
talented young when they-attempt to enter the teaching profession.
Sometimes the problem has been the discouragement. providedby well meaning

4 friends, family...and Liberal-Arts College counselors. Dunne(1984) reports
that folk the ten4yeari she has begi -at Dartmouth ;allege she has,
"responded to Anguished telephone calls from parents, begging me not to
let their brilliant'sons 'Vests° their education on a teaching career:"
Dunne continues bynoting that many libtral arts 'institutions, "actively
deride the fteld,of precollege teaching" thus reducing the-likelihood that
the more talented of their graduates may take up Professional --education at
the graduate level through a Master of.Arts in Teaching or sliMilar
program.

I

Other events reported in ation Week (3/21/84) have suggested.that
Teacher Education Programs have been and continue to be a major reason for
the disCo;magement'Of the most talented. It is often alleged they place
irrelevant impe4imenta inple,14ay of those who would be teachers.

HoweverAthe most direct stimulus for this paper comes not from
repOrts, of the logs of the gifted and talented but.rather from the obverse
of the coin. Recent Studies have presented evidence to the effect that
there seems to. be .a negative weIectioniproc ss at work which
.systematically attracts and then holds in e teachiog prOfession twee
young people with modest verbal and quantit Live abilities: For instance
Vance and Schrechty(t982) report a distress ng differential loos to -

Profession Education fxom the brighest young dents: This report will
discuss thaVance'&.Schlechty(1982) findings andi present some new
information which further understanding of the meaning of thair'results.

IlitMansaantLigglilartiataarisla
In a subsample"Of"the NatiOnal LongitudinalStudy ot1972 High School

Seniors(1978) it was. reportedAthat 4416 had earned at least a BS/BA degree
' by 1979. Some of these studrentg indicated that during the period between
1972 and 1979 they had) (1)malored in .Education,-(2)taught school .(other
than college), or (3)obtained a certificate to teach. Vance i
Schleehty(1982) designated these college greduates*as "recruits". They
along with the remaining non-recruits were rank ordored,separately by
SAT-Verbal and SAT-Quantitative scores. The ranked.SAt scores were then
divided into five roughly equal groups called "ranks". Vance & Schleehty
thin decomposed the recruits into several subgroups depending upon their
level of involvement and commitment. to teaching: .

Recruits ware first divided into those who had reported actual
teaching activities between 1976 and 1979 and those who did not teach in
that'intervalc. The latter group was labeled "Non-teachers" . Those who
had taught, (called "teaphers") and who further indicated they expected to
be teaching by the time they were thirty years old were designated
IICMglittldalacchate. Finally, there were those who reported they
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did not believe they would be teaching by age 30. "'Chi* group was'split
$ into two subgroups; one who had taught but was no longer teaching,: called

"Confirmed Defectors" and those who were teaching but expected to leave
the profession prior to their 30th birthday, who were labeled LlefeatoxgL.

Table 1

MeasurtidAbi1itieison lie Scholastic Aptitude Test*

GRObPS s,

Verbal Abil#v

.Second Second
Lowest Lowest Middle Highest Highest. Std.
Rank Rank Rank 'Rank Rank Dev. Mean 'N

. _1
Non - Recruits 15.1 21.5 20.0
` Recurits 29.8 24.1 . 19.0
Non-leachers, :30.5
.Teachers .29.6
Committed Teachersr.34.1
Defectors 2.5.1
Confirmed Defect 26.7
% of Total Recrtd 38.4
% Who Taught 27.9
% Comiitted 15.8
% Recruits Lost . 58.8

22.2 17.4r
24.8. 20.9 .

,27.0 19.5
22.7' 22.2
24.0 8.7
26.0 , 23'.9
19.7 18.3,

21.5 '21.9: 105.7
16.0, 10.2' 102.4"
16.8. 13..2 108.4
15.7 9.1 100.3
14.6 4.9 94.7
161 13.3 101:4
14.7 16.0 113.2
,1n.9. 12.8
13.6 8.4 "

10.5 8.4 '6.2 2.2
59.6 64.8 67.0. 82.8

80hautig11Emponing Ab '

Non-Recruits" 16..01. 18.1 19.6
Recruit* 30.4 27.5 18.7
Son-TeachArs
Teachers
Committed Teachers.
Defectors
Confirmed pelf ct

29.9 26.9 15.0
30.5 27.7 26.0
19.3 3-2.0 21.8
31.6' 23.5 18.4
32.0 26.7 14.7

496.5 1994
447.9 627 gll
449.5 16
447.4 '460-
:432.0 .226
462.3 234
.459.7 75

23.7 22.61084 537.4 1988
14.5 8.9 104.6 478.6 626.
13.8 14.4 .112.7 485,2 167
14.8 7:00 101.4 476.3 459
13.8 , 3.1 93.1 469.7. 225
15.8 10.7 108.6 82.6 234
13.3 13.3 116.5 .483.5 75

11.1
6.3
1.4

87.5

% of Total Recrtd 37.3 32.4 23.1 16.2
% Who Taught 274 23,9 18.2 12.1
% Committed , 13.0 13.6 9.7 5.5
% Recruits Lost65.3 65.3 58.1 .513.1 65.9

* Source: Tables 1 & 2 Vance & Schlechty(1982)

-Table 1 presentd/the data for the Vance and Schlechty(1982) study
and shows the percent of college graduates in.each of the seven groups
and five SAT ranks; Their argument for a negative selection Process
can }fie summarized by studying the last row inTable 1. This row.
reperts the percent of college graduates who were recruited:intothe
teaching profession and were lost to it during the period of their
'college and/or early professional life. For those students in the
highest rank on the SAT-Verbal(over 585) 82;8% who- qualified as
teaching "recruits`',, left teaching. When graduates in the lowest
tank(less than 408) are considered only 58.8% were lost to the
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profession.. Looking at it another way at the time of recruitment three
graduates from the lowest rank entered Education for every one recruit
from the highest rank. In terms of "committed teachers" this ration
grew to'about six or seven lowest rank teachersfor every one "highest
rank" teacher. Clearly an unhappy state!: Roughly parallel results
occured forthe SAT Quantitative data(lower portion of T4ble.1).

If this negative selection process is going'ort, it behoolles us to
attempt to understate how it opetates. There areat least three
potential origins thet may be operating singly or in combination with
one.another. Firstothe process might begin long before the potential
teacheroaver reaches college. WeTethiw-the case, one might expect ,to
find that societal .factors,would combine to convince those with mOdpit
abilities that teaching'is a good profession to considerand at Vle same
time persuade those with higher leveld of ability that teaching is an
,inappropriate career choice.:

A segOnd.cite where-negati'Ve selection could occur is the
collegiate environment. Perhaps 'as Dunne(1984) has illustrated with
her personal reflections;.the phenOgenon can be widely duplicated in
collages and universities acreps the land.' Also the programs of
teacher education may be a source for sorting potehtial teachers;
encouraging the more modestly 'endowed to continue their professiqnal
developtent and driving others away in frustratieri. Certainly this
explanation is a favorite of many of the mostvooal critics of teacher'
education.

(

Finally, the sojrce of the negative selection that has been
Obserifed may be embedded in the nature and culture of schOols. Many
have claimedthat schools are a hostile environment. in recent years
their* has been considerable research activity surrounding the topic of
teacher ' urriout". Perhapi irf'such.a stressful environment the more
talente nave a greater number of vocational alternatives availabletto
them and so leave the professibn in disproportionate numbers. School
district personnel policies may algid-contribute to this negative. -
selection by searchingfor-new staff members who are not .too bright or
too highly.motivated.

Although thedeamay not be very comfOrting at first blush one
would hope-that the negative selection process is indeed sensitive to
the collegiate environment including the nature of the teacher
education programs. For ,if,that is the case, then the.yroblei, is
within .thee sphere of inflUenge of professional tehcher education.'
Should it be otherwise,then there would be very little that .Colleges of
Teacher Education could do in a direct fashion,to ameliorate this
condition. Evidence. for the selection process sensitivity to T.E.
Program effedts could be derived from a parallel analysis of
recruitment and loss conducted'within a eingltchigher education
institution. If the data from such astudy yield estimates of lois
different from those reported by Varibe A Schlechty(1982) then the.
process is influlced by institutional and/or program variables.
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This paper then report, a study which will present data parallel to'
those offered by Vance & SchleChty(1982). As shall be seen the data
were not gathered in the same. manner and there are some.serious
caveats which must be born in mind asthe results are set forth.

PROCEDURES ,.
et

Before describing in detail the procedures used in this study, its
similarities anddifferences compared' to Vance & Schlechty(1982) should
be.made explicit. As noted, Vance i Schlechty t4sed a nation wide

.

sample, The SAT scores were obtained at the time the were
hfgh schOoI(ca., 1970-1972). The data used to.construct the arious
subgroups presented in Tablel were gathered aometimeNafter, 479, and
reprdeented thi.experiencee the graduates 'had had'(except for the_
prediction aboUt teaching or not teaching when they were thirty). In a
sense than the data were retrospective in nature.

. In the study to be reported here the aptitude measuree'were
obtained at about the same point in the students' careers; near the end
of their 'high school. Although these students iepresent young men and
women of the same age as those in-the V1S study they are from a
different age.cohort;* most graduated from high school between 1979 and
1982. More importantly, the data gathered about their-professional
cammitment*is prospective. It was obtained at the- time of entrance to
the first course in essibnal Education:

Students entering the Teacher Education Programs at Michigan State
University responded to.questionnaires which among ether things asked
them about,theit teaching careerplans. Data from these surveys'
gathered over the lasttwo years constitute the main source of
information for this report. The only additional source of'data came
from a group of non-Education students who 'were enrolled in an
:introductory communication course(Boek, Freeman & Brousseau, 1984).
These students were selected so they roughly matched the Education
students. in age and year in School. They served as the "non- recruit"
group for this study. ,

4
0

For. students entering Teacher. Education Programs (the .'recruit"
group) their responses. to items on career plans were used to create
subgroups paralleling those of V&S. The follow4ing item was used to
define the "teacher" and "non-teacher" groups.

4

Which of the following
current career plans ?.

\ -(1) Classroom teaching
'\this point in time.
((2) Classroom teaching
considering.
(3) Classroom teaching
choipe among careers..
(4) I do not intend to

best describes where teaching tits your

is the only career I am considering at

is my first choice of the careers ; am

has some appeal, but is not my first

become a classroom teacher.

S 6
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Students/choosing alternap,ives one through threw of the item were
designated as "teachers" tnd,those selecting number four were .

i "non-teachers". A second stein was used:to define the remaining
i " .1D\Oarallel'groups; "confirmed 'defectors", "defectors", and "committed ..

teachers". , >

A

I

If you are successful in finding a job, what is your 'best
guess' of the length of time you will work as a teacher?
(1) less than five years.
42) :five to ten years, ti

(3) more than ten years.

Those students responding that they paannned toteach less than0 five years were designated MA "confirmed defectors". Students, planning
to teach from fill* to ten rs. were class4d as "difectors", and those
intending to continue more than ten years akthe "committed teacher".

. .,
.

.The combined size of the "Recruit" and "non-Recruit" groups wfs
884. SAT scores for as many students in this "total sample as possible
were obtaihed from the Universitysi3ffice of Admissions.. Many students
attending Michigan State University present ACT sccire rather than the
SAT.to complete admissions requitements.; Fortunately, a fair sized
group reported both sets of test scores. Sinud V &S had used the SAT
and our purpose was to parallel.ad closely as possible their analysis
it was decided to use the ACTescores to predict SAT scoreb where only
the former were available. The results led: to e' final .sample of 379.
As can be seen this was a rather large loss of data due -the fact that
many student records had neither ACT or SAT scbres.

,

I
,

Once,the data were prottred and the subgroups defined, the same
ranking process was applied to the,Michigen State University sample as
vsip had used with their National Longitudinal Study sampie(1978).

..
.

..,
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RESULTS ,k

Table 2 presents the results of the Michigan State sample cast in
the same manner as those reported in Table 1 for V&S.

Table 12

Measured'and Estimated Abilities on,the Scholastic
Aptitude i'est-for Students at Michigan State

University
4

Secoild Second
Loyest Lowest..Middle Highest Highest Std.

GROUP Rank Rank Rank. Rank: Rank . DeV. Nean N

Y-216124111"Wa

Non-Recruits 400 36.7 15.7 5.0 1.7 74,2 422.7 120
Recruits 22.4 32.4 18.5 18.9 7.7 86.2 469.4 259' .

Non-Teachers t 25.6 25.6 18.6 14.0 '1,6.3 85.8 478.4 43
Teachers 21.8 33.8 18..5 19.9 6.0 86.1,. 467,6 216
Committed Teachers 24.6 32.8 19.7 16.4 6.6 92.2 463.1 122
Defectors ,.9.3 3611 16.9 11'.7 6.0 78.7 '470.9 '83
Confirmed' Defectors 9.1 27.3 18.2 45..5 0.0 74.9 492.7 11
% of Total Recrts , 54.74 65.6 70.6 89.1 90'.9

a. A who Taught 44.3 57.0. '58.8 78.2 59.1
% Committed 728.3 ° 31.3 35.3 36.4 36.4
Recruits Lost 48.3 ,52.3 50.0 59.2 60.0

mtimuudJsaa4wanaminghibilikx

Non - Recruits
Recruits

yM Non-Teachers
Teabhers k .

32.5-
25.9.
2t.6
21.8

30.0
,29.3
Z0.9.
33.8

Committed Teachers 24.6 4.32.8
Dafectors . 9.3 36.1
Cbnfirmed Defectors 9.1 27.3
% of Total Recrts 54.7 65.6
% who. Taught , 44.3 57.0
% Committed 28.3 31.3
% Recruits Lost 48.3 52:4

1843
23e9.
27.9'
18.5
19.7
16.9
18.2
70.6
58.8
35.3
50.0

15.0 3.3 89.6 481'.6 120
16.6 4.2 85.5 498.0' ;59'
25:6 0.0 84.2 497.6 t.43,
19.9, 6.0 86.1 467.6 216
16.4 6.6. 92.2 463.1 122
21.7 6.0 78.7 470.9 83
45.5 0.0 74.0 492.7 11
89.1 90.9
78.2 59.1
36.4 36.4
59.2 60.0

a

There are some obvious differences in.the.results of the two 1

studies. A comparison of the Non-Recruit groups revealed that there
^ were reliably different mean SAT saores'for both Verbal and

Quantitative measures; F -56.8, (MSE-10853,2, df=1/2112, p<0.01) and
F=30.7),(MSE=11468.6, df=1/21061.p<0;01) respectively. Not only did
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the '1.74S sample of non-recruits have a reliably higher mean it was also.
about twice as variable as the MSU sample. Such a finding is not
surprising as the V&S'non-reoruits was an unselected sample
representing all-majors.

The MSU nonrecruit group was composed og a relatively homogineOus grog
of students preparing for careers in business-andindustry, the
arts(Oommercial'art, the :performing artsletc.if the professions ofilow

, and medicine, and the health and social care fields. Notably absen
were those student in the physical, and natural sciences and
engineering. 'These latter groups were indlUded in the nonrecruits of
the_V&S study. in Communication Arts and Sciences.

When the "recruits" frOM the V&S sample were compared to the
"recruits" from MSU the latter were fourid to have reliably higher mean
SAT scores in both. Verbal and Quantitative areas; F=6.88 OISEm9594,
dfsh1/884',, p<0.01) for 'Verbal and F=6.98 (MSE=9869.3, df=1/683,p1.01)
for quantitative. r ft

Although there wak,a difference in thi means Verbal SAT scares for
the two groups of "recruits" the ratio of highest.rank to lowest rank
was almost the same; 2.92 for V &S, and 2.91 for MSU. In botherecrutt
groups there wore three lowest,ranks students for each one highest rank
student.' When'the.parallel'ratios for "committed teache4p" in each
sample were computed an interesting difference arose.. As'nOted, the
yAs sample ration was almost 7 tb 1 (6.96 to 1)., The ratio in the MSU'
sample was found to be not qiite 4 to 1 (3.73 to 1). BOth -samples'
reflected a'differential loss, lees from the lowest ranks and more from
the highest ranks. .However, it was much greater for the V&S sample./

4

.Examination of the Quantitativemeisures revealed that in the V&S
sample only two highest rank students were recruited for every seven
lobiest rank students(3.42 to 1) and the ration in the MSU sample was
slightly over six to ohe (6.17 to 1). The ratio of highest to lowest \

rank "committed teachers" in the V&S sample showed the differential
loss paralleling. that reported for *Verbal Scores. on the other hand in
the MSU sample.a different result was found; the reduction from the

.

lowest rank was greater than that from the highest rank. As a
consequence the ratio of highest to lowest improved vlAghtly, to just
under six to one(5.60 to 1).

tI
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).1 Table 3

Comparison of. Percent of Ranks "Committed to Teaching"
for the V&S and MSU Samples

I 2

.

a

4

4

3

.RANK

V.& S

Verbal Quant.

Lowest Rank

Second Lowest Rank

Middle Rank
,

Second Highest Rank

Higheqt Rank \4.

tv

15.8

8.4

4.2

2.2'

13.0

/13:6

1.4

MSU

Verbal Quant.

28.3 27.4
%,

31.3 42.0

35.3 27.4

29.0

36.4 33.3

Table 3 showe another way of comparing the two samples. In this
table two points are worth noting. First, there was generally ahigher
percentage at All-rank* of the.MSU sample who were "committed
teachers". Second, SAT rank group did not seem to.Vary in the MSU
sample in the same fashion it did- in the ViS saiple. Clearly, in the
latter sample "committed teachers" were drawn more heavily from :the
lower ranks.

Dicsussion and Con4Usions

Care'must be used in the interpretation of the these comparisons..
It may be'fair to say that they indicate that the negative selection
process is sensitive to some aspects:Of program variables. However, it
must be kept in .mind that VAS collected their data from graduates who
had gone,through some kind of pre-service experience And/or had
actually taught. In this sense their sample represent the "workings"
of the process for those going through it (assuming of course that the
selection occurs in or around the college years). With the data from
MSU the most that can be said is the groups may represent a
self-selection of students into a Teacher Education Program. Even at '

that, the,MSU data imply that the perception of a particular Teacher
Education Program may influence the kinds of students who are attracted
to, it. Apparently, students who on the avera44 areNnore capable and
optimistic about their future in teaching than those in the V&S sample.

1'
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In time-we should be able to offer data'-on our own college
graduates which more directly match the ,conditions 9f the Vance and
Schlechty(1982) study. For now, we have some evidence that our student'
body is 'more optimistic about kts future in teaching and most
importantly that the l'body" cotitain a goodly proportion of able .

students as determined by SAT measures. 44
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